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MINDFULNESS
MARK WILLIAMS AND DANNY PENMAN 
FOREWORD BY JON KABAT-ZINN

Read by William Dufris

From one of the leading thinkers on Mindfulness- 
Based Cognitive Therapy, comes a pioneering set  
of simple practices that can be incorporated into  
daily life to dissolve anxiety, stress, exhaustion,  
and unhappiness

Everyday life is so frantic and full of troubles that we have largely 

forgotten how to live a joyful existence. We try so hard to be happy 

that we often end up missing the most important parts of our lives. 

In Mindfulness, Oxford professor Mark Williams and award-winning 

journalist Danny Penman reveal the secrets to living a happier and less 

anxious, stressful, and exhausting life.

 Based on the techniques of Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy, 

the unique program developed by Williams and his colleagues, the 

book offers simple and straightforward forms of mindfulness medita-

tion that can be done by anyone—and it can take just ten to twenty 

minutes a day for the full benefits to be revealed.

MARK WILLIAMS, PhD, is a professor of clinical psychology at the University of 

Oxford and a founding fellow of the Academy of Cognitive Therapy. He is the 

author of The Mindful Way through Depression. He lives in England.

DANNY PENMAN, PhD, is a feature and comment writer for the UK’s Daily Mail. 

After gaining a PhD in biochemistry, he worked for The Independent and the 

BBC. He lives in England.

PRAISE FOR MINDFULNESS:
“ Want a happier, more content life? I highly recommend the 

down-to-earth methods you’ll find in this book. Professor Mark 
Williams and Dr. Danny Penman have teamed up to give us sci-
entifically grounded techniques we can apply in the midst of our 
everyday challenges and catastrophes.”

    —Daniel Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence

November Publication
• Also available in print from Rodale Books

Available Now    Macmillan Audio
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PREVIOUSLY  ANNOUNCED

MEDITATION
Abridged • 3 cds • 3 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1761-5 
$17.99/$19.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Online outreach to health 

and wellness sites 

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Rodale 
marketing plans, including: 
• National author publicity 
• National radio interview 
   campaign  
• National print features 
   and reviews  
• Online advertising
• Online publicity and 
   promotions  
• Tie into authors’ 
   speaking engagements 
• Promoted in Rodale’s 
   magazines, e-newsletters,  
   and websites

INCLUDES 
A BONUS CD  

WITH GUIDED 
MEDITATIONS  



PITY THE BILLIONAIRE
THOMAS FRANK

Read by Oliver Wyman

From the bestselling author of What’s the Matter with Kansas?, a 
wonderfully insightful and sardonic look at how the worst economy 
since the 1930s has brought about the revival of conservatism

Economic catastrophe usually brings social protest and demands 

for change—or at least it’s supposed to. But when Thomas Frank 

set out in 2009 to look for expressions of American discontent, all he 

could find were loud demands that the economic system be made 

even harsher on the recession’s victims and that society’s traditional 

winners receive even grander prizes. The American right, which had 

seemed moribund after the election of 2008, was strangely reinvigo-

rated by the arrival of hard times. The Tea Party movement demanded 

not that we question the failed system, but that we reaffirm our com-

mitment to it. Republicans in Congress embarked on a bold strategy 

of total opposition to the liberal state. And TV phenom Glenn Beck 

demonstrated the commercial potential of heroic paranoia and the 

purest libertarian economics.

In Pity the Billionaire, Thomas Frank, the great chronicler of 

American paradox, examines the peculiar mechanism by which dire 

economic circumstances have delivered wildly unexpected politi-

cal results. Using first-hand reporting, a deep knowledge of the 

American right, and a wicked sense of humor, he gives us the first full 

diagnosis of the cultural malady that has transformed collapse into 

profit, reconceived the founding fathers as heroes from an Ayn Rand 

novel, and enlisted the powerless in a fan club for the prosperous. 

The understanding Frank reaches is at once startling, original, and 

profound.

THOMAS FRANK is the author of Pity the Billionaire, The Wrecking Crew, What’s 

the Matter with Kansas?, and One Market Under God. A former opinion colum-

nist for The Wall Street Journal, Frank is the founding editor of The Baffler and 

a monthly columnist for Harper’s. He lives outside Washington, D.C.
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January Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the Henry Holt hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-8050-9369-8   $25.00/$29.00 CAN

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Unabridged • 5 cds • 6 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1475-1 
$29.99/$34.50 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
• NPR Sponsorship

• Print Advertising: Harper’s

•  Bonus interview with 
the author

• Promotion on TCFrank.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Holt 
marketing plans, including: 
• Jacketed galleys for top 
   accounts, bigmouth mailing,  
   Vine program 
• National Print Publicity
• National Radio Publicity 
• National Broadcast Publicity
• National Author Tour
• Print & Online Advertising: 
   The New York Times, Harper’s, 
   The Progressive, DailyKos.com
• Online reviews and features 
   on political blogs and  
   websites 
• Cross-promote with American 
   Empire Project e-newsletter 
• Promotion on 
   TomDispatch.com 
• Author website: 
   www.TCFrank.com 



HALO: PRIMORDIUM
GREG BEAR

The sequel to the New York Times bestseller Halo: Cryptum, from the 
exciting new series based on the blockbuster video game

Halo  has become one of the most successful science fiction fran-

chises of all time. Its ability to captivate gamers with ground-

breaking action is unquestionable. But it’s also a spectacular universe, 

rich with untold stories that have led hundreds of thousands of Halo 

fans to pick up the novels. The fans are always hungry for more expo-

sure within the Halo universe, and one of the most enigmatic and 

speculated upon corners within Halo is the ancient engineering race 

of the Forerunners. They are worshipped by the Covenant as gods. 

Their engineering relics pepper the galaxy yet their connection to 

humanity remains unanswered. 

Now Hugo and Nebula Award winner and bestselling author 

Greg Bear takes us deep into the time of the Forerunners. This is the 

second book in a trilogy that will unlock many secrets of Halo’s most 

mysterious race. Halo fans will for the first time discover just who this 

race is, how they harnessed technology and engineering the way they 

did, and what caused them to disappear completely from existence 

as we know it. 

GREG BEAR is the author of some of Tor’s bestselling titles, including Eon and 

The Forge of God. He has won multiple Hugo and Nebula Awards for his novels 

and short fiction. Bear lives in the Seattle, Washington, area with his wife, 

Astrid, and their two children.

PRAISE FOR HALO: CRYPTUM:

“ Greg Bear is an excellent choice for writing a Halo book. . . . By far 
the most original and entertaining Halo tale.” 

—The Examiner.com

“ If you’re a fan of Halo’s story then this book will thoroughly blow 
your mind.”                                                                  —Geekscape.com

January Publication
•   Simultaneous release with the Tor hardcover edition: 

ISBN: 978-0-7653-2397-2   $25.99/$29.99 CAN

January    Macmillan Audio 

SCIENCE FICTION
Unabridged • 7 cds • 8.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1467-6 
$34.99/$39.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
• Tor.com audio promotion

•  Audio promotion in the 
Tor/Forge e-newsletter

•  Back ad in the trade 
paperback edition of  
Halo: Cryptum

•  Outreach to Halo and sci-fi/
fantasy and gaming sites

•  Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Tor 
marketing plans, including: 
• Coordinated consumer 
   marketing efforts with  
   Microsoft; print, web and  
   broadcast including: 
   • Online advertising target-
      ing gaming/sci-fi audi- 
      ences including Facebook  
      and Twitter 
   • Targeted promotion 
      through Xbox Live’s Halo:  
      Waypoint Channel 
   • National print advertising 
      in science fiction/fantasy  
      publications including  
      Locus and SciFi Magazine
   • National publicity
   • Digital marketing 
   • Promotion at Comic-Con, 
      and DragonCon 
   • Back-of-book ad in the 
      MM of Halo: The Flood 
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SISTERHOOD OF DUNE
BRIAN HERBERT AND KEVIN J. ANDERSON

Read by Scott Brick

From New York Times bestselling authors Brian Herbert and 
Kevin J. Anderson comes this fascinating novel exploring the  
beginnings of the Dune universe; the newest addition to  
Frank Herbert’s amazing legacy

It is 83 years after the last of the thinking machines were des-

troyed in the Battle of Corrin, after Faykan Butler took the name 

of Corrino and established himself as the first Emperor of a new 

imperium. The great war hero Vorian Atreides has turned his back on 

politics and Salusa Secundus, flying off to parts unknown; because 

he was given a life-extension treatment by Agamemnon, he ages very 

slowly. Abulurd Harkonnen, convicted of cowardice during the Battle 

of Corrin, was sent away in disgrace to live on the gloomy planet 

Lankiveil, and his descendants continue to blame Vor for the downfall 

of their fortunes.  

Raquella Berto-Anirul has formed the Bene Gesserit School on 

the jungle planet Rossak as the first Reverend Mother. The descen-

dants of Aurelius Venport and Norma Cenva have built a powerful 

transportation company, the Venport Spacing Fleet, using mutated, 

spice-saturated Navigators who fly “spacefolder ships” (precursors of 

Heighliners). 

Gilbertus Albans, the ward of the hated Erasmus, has established 

his own school on the bucolic planet of Lampadas where he teaches 

humans to become Mentats. Even so, many decades after the defeat 

of the thinking machines, anti-technology fervor continues to sweep 

across the human-settled planets, with powerful fanatical groups 

imposing violent purges.

BRIAN HERBERT has been nominated for both the Hugo and the Nebula 

Awards. In 2003, he published Dreamer of Dune, a Hugo Award-nominated 

biography of his father, Frank Herbert. KEVIN J. ANDERSON has been nomi-

nated for the Nebula Award, the Bram Stoker Award, and the SFX Reader’s 

Choice Award. He set the Guinness-certified world record for the largest 

single-author book signing. Visit his website at kjablog.com.

January Publication
• Simultaneous release with the Tor hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-7653-2273-9   $27.99/$31.99 CAN

Macmillan Audio    January
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SCIENCE FICTION
Unabridged • 15 cds • 18 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1469-0 
$59.99/$68.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Bonus interview with the 

authors and narrator

• Backlist Dune audio giveaway

• Tor.com audio promotion

•  Outreach to sci-fi/fantasy 
and Dune fan sites

• Facebook & Twitter promotion

• Promotion on DuneNovels.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Tor 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Print Advertising
• Network online advertising 
   targeting science fiction/ 
   fantasy audiences through  
   Gorilla Nation and Facebook 
• National print advertising 
   in science fiction/fantasy  
   publications 
• Publicity campaign
• Regional author tour
• Online campaign to include 
   blog tour, trailer, and  
   Tor.com  
• Extensive social network 
   promotion and giveaways  
   through Twitter, Facebook,  
   and Goodreads  
• Promotion in the Tor/Forge 
   e-newsletter



Number one bestselling author Janet Evanovich teams up with 
the award-winning author Dorien Kelly to deliver a sparkling 
novel of romantic suspense, small-town antics, secretive  
sabotage, and lots and lots of beer

Read by Lorelei King

Kate Kate Appleton needs a job. Her hus-

band has left her, she’s been fired from 

her position as a magazine editor, and 

the only place she wants to go is to her parents’ 

summer house, The Nutshell, in Keene’s Harbor, 

Michigan. Kate’s plan is to turn The Nutshell into a 

Bed and Breakfast. Problem is, she needs cash, and 

the only job she can land is less than savory. 

Matt Culhane wants Kate to spy on his brew-

ery employees. Someone has been sabotaging his 

company, and Kate is just new enough in town 

that she can insert herself into Culhane’s business 

and snoop around for him. If Kate finds the culprit, 

Matt will pay her a $20,000 bonus. Needless to 

say, Kate is highly motivated. But several problems 

present themselves. Kate despises beer. No one 

seems to trust her. And she is falling hard for her 

boss. 

Can these two smoke out a saboteur, save 

Kate’s family home, and keep a killer from closing in…all while resisting their undeniable attraction to 

one another?

Filled with humor, heart, and loveable characters, Love in a Nutshell is delicious fun.

JANET EVANOVICH is the #1 bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum and Between-the-Numbers novels, including 

Plum Spooky, Plum Lucky, Plum Lovin’, and Visions of Sugar Plums. She lives in New Hampshire and Florida.

DORIEN KELLY, President of Romance Writers of America, lives in Michigan with one or more of her three children, 

two very spoiled West Highland White Terriers, and a handicapped coonhound named Bubba. 

January	 	 	 	 Macmillan	Audio
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JANET	EVANOVICH
AND	DORIEN	KELLY



PRAISE FOR JANET EVANOVICH: 
“Few characters in modern mystery fiction are better  

loved than Janet Evanovich’s.”

—Bookpage

“No less than her plotting, Evanovich’s characterizations are  
models of screwball artistry. The intricate plot machinery of 

her comic capers is fueled by inventive twists.”

—The New York Times on Ten Big Ones

“The jokes, comic bits, and funny scenes come fast and furious.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Eleven on Top

“Who can resist?. . .Highly enjoyable.”
—Chicago Tribune on Twelve Sharp

PRAISE FOR DORIEN KELLY: 
“Warmly appealing thanks to its assured prose and deft  

characterizations. Dev is especially winning as a charming but  
conflicted romantic hero, while the quirky folks who populate  

Ballymuir create a funny, affectionately drawn world.”

—Publishers Weekly on Hot Nights in Ballymuir

“Kelly’s characters are fascinating, and the push/pull of their 
attraction/conflict works beautifully. The plot is deceptively 

simple; there’s a lot more at stake than what’s readily apparent.”
—Romantic Times Magazine on Below Deck

FICTION
Unabridged • 7 cds • 7 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1496-6 
$34.99/$39.99 CAN

Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1555-0 
$19.99/$22.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Print Advertising: Bookpage, 

AudioFile, Library Journal 

• National Radio Giveaway

•  Advance excerpt link on 
ARCs

•  Bonus interview on audio 
program

•  Audio promotion to RWA 

•  Audio promotion at GLIBA 
trade show (Oct. 14-16)

•  SheLovesHotReads.com audio 
promotion

•  Audio sound booth on 
Facebook

• Twitter promotion

•  Promotion on Evanovich.com 
& DorienKelly.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• National One Day Laydown:
• National Broadcast/Radio/
   Print Publicity 
• National Print Advertising 
   Campaign 
• Author Events
• Online Advertising 
   Campaign 
• Pre-Publication Email 
   Marketing Campaign 
• Social Networking 
   Campaign 
   Display 
• Author Website: 
   Evanovich.com

Macmillan Audio    January

LOVE IN A NUTSHELL
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January Publication
•   Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition: 

ISBN: 978-0-312-65131-2   $27.99/$31.99 CAN



 

At the end of Shadow of the Giant, Julian 

Delphiki—called “Bean” at the Battle 

School by Ender’s Jeesh—flees to the stars 

with three of his children. They are the three who 

share the engineered genes that gave him both 

hyper-intelligence and a short and cruel physical 

life. The time dilation granted by the speed of their 

travel gives Earth’s scientists generations to seek a 

cure, but to no avail. In time, they are forgotten—

a fading ansible signal speaking of events lost to 

Earth’s history. But the Delphikis are about to make 

a discovery that will let them save themselves, and 

perhaps all of humanity in days to come.

 For there in space before them lies a derelict 

Formic colony ship. Aboard it, they will find both 

death and wonders—the life support that is failing 

on their own ship, room to grow, and labs in which 

to explore their own genetic anomaly and the mys-

terious disease that killed the ship’s colony.

ORSON SCOTT CARD the internationally bestselling author of Ender’s Game. He lives in Greensboro, NC. 

8888

SCIENCE FICTION
Unabridged • 10 cds • 12 hours 
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1568-0
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Orson Scott Card backlist 

audio promotion

•  Print advertising: 
Locus Magazine

•  Social media promotion with
signed series giveaway

•  Bonus author interview

• Audio promotion on Tor.com

•  Audio sound booth on 
Facebook

• Promotion on Hatrack.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Tor 
marketing plans, including: 
• National print advertising
• Extensive targeted online 
   advertising 
• National print advertising 
   in science fiction/fantasy  
   publications 
• National publicity campaign
• Select author events
• Promotion at NY Comic Con

January    Macmillan Audio

ORSON SCOTT CARD
SHADOWS IN FLIGHT

Ender’s Shadow explores the stars in this all-new novel

Read by Stefan Rudnicki and cast

8

January Publication
•   Simultaneous release with the Tor hardcover edition: ISBN: 978-0-7653-3200-4   $21.99/$24.99 CAN

 



 

ENDER’S GAME
Unabridged 
9 CDs • 10.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-474-9 
$39.95/$43.95 CAN

ENDER’S GAME  
(YOUNG LISTENERS EDITION)
Unabridged 
9 CDs • 10.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0526-1  
$39.95/$43.95 CAN

SPEAKER FOR THE DEAD
Unabridged  
12 CDs • 14 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-476-3  
49.95/$54.95  CAN

XENOCIDE
Unabridged  
16 CDs • 20 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-478-7  
$59.95/$65.95 CAN

CHILDREN OF THE MIND
Unabridged 
11 CDs • 13.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-484-8 
$44.95/$60.95 CAN

ENDER’S SHADOW
Unabridged  
13 CDs • 15.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-664-4  
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

SHADOW OF THE HEGEMON
Unabridged 
11 cds • 13 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-480-0  
$44.95/$49.95 

SHADOW PUPPETS
Unabridged 
9 cds • 11 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-482-4  
$39.95/$43.95 CAN

SHADOW OF THE GIANT
Unabridged 
10 cds • 12 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-496-1  
$39.95/$43.95 CAN

A WAR OF GIFTS 
Unabridged  
2 cds • 3 hours
ISBN: 978-1-59397-631-6 
$19.95/$21.95 CAN

ENDER IN EXILE
Unabridged 
12 cds • 14 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0512-4 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

99
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THE ENDER SERIES ON AUDIO FROM ORSON SCOTT CARD:

9

PRAISE FOR THE NOVELS OF ORSON SCOTT CARD:
“This Hugo and Nebula Award–winning novel is given award-winning  

treatment as an audiobook....Ender’s Game offers outstanding production 
and first-rate narration. Don’t miss it.”  —AudioFile

“Card’s latest installment in his Shadow subseries. . .does a superlative job of dramatically  
portraying the maturing process of child into adult.. . .Card makes the important point  

that there’s always more than one side to every issue.”  
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Shadow of the Giant
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RALPH COMPTON, 
MATT BRAUN, and 
ZANE GREY
“ Lovers of Louis L’Amour–type Westerns will welcome 

[this] series.”
  —Nashville Banner on Ralph Compton’s Trail Drive series

“ A masterpiece of its kind...[Grey] reaches out to the  
full length of his stride.”

         —Publishers Weekly on The Mysterious Rider

THE OREGON TRAIL  BY RALPH COMPTON
The Trail Drive Series: Book 9 
JANUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1726-4 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

NOBLE OUTLAW  BY MATT BRAUN
JANUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1729-5 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

THE SANTA FE TRAIL  BY RALPH COMPTON
The Trail Drive Series: Book 10 
FEBRUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1732-5 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE  BY ZANE GREY
FEBRUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1735-6 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

January/February  Macmillan Audio



ALL NEW PRODUCTIONS— 
AND AT A GREAT VALUE PRICE!

“ Matt Braun captures the essence of the unique time  
and place called Oklahoma Territory, making real one of 
the West’s most legendary lawmen.”      

 —Terry C. Johnston, author of the Plainsmen series
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RALPH COMPTON, 
MATT BRAUN, and 
ZANE GREY
“ Lovers of Louis L’Amour–type Westerns will welcome 

[this] series.”
  —Nashville Banner on Ralph Compton’s Trail Drive series

“ A masterpiece of its kind...[Grey] reaches out to the  
full length of his stride.”

         —Publishers Weekly on The Mysterious Rider

THE OREGON TRAIL  BY RALPH COMPTON
The Trail Drive Series: Book 9 
JANUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1726-4 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

NOBLE OUTLAW  BY MATT BRAUN
JANUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1729-5 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

THE SANTA FE TRAIL  BY RALPH COMPTON
The Trail Drive Series: Book 10 
FEBRUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1732-5 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE  BY ZANE GREY
FEBRUARY 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1735-6 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL  BY RALPH COMPTON
The Trail Drive Series: Book 11 
MARCH 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1741-7 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

THE BLOODY HAND  BY MATT BRAUN
MARCH 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN:978-1-4272-1738-7 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

 

THE GREEN RIVER TRAIL  BY RALPH COMPTON
The Trail Drive Series: Book 12  
APRIL 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1744-8 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER  BY ZANE GREY
APRIL 2012 
Abridged • 3 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1747-9 • $14.99/$16.99 CAN

Macmillan Audio    March/April



January	 												 	 	 	 	Macmillan	Audio
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February	Publication
•			Simultaneous	release	with	the	Henry	Holt	hardcover	edition:

ISBN:	978-0-8050-9426-8			$27.00/$31.00	CAN

FICTION
Unabridged	•	8	cds	•	9	hours
ISBN:	978-1-4272-1477-5	
$39.99/$45.99	CAN

AUDIO	MARKETING
•	Advance	excerpt	link	on	ARCs

•		Sounds	of	Suspense	
promotion,	including:	
•	Print/online	advertising:			
			Mystery Scene Magazine,			
			Strand Magazine,	
			Crimespree	
•	CriminalElement.com	
			audio	promotion	
•	Online	outreach	to	mystery/
			thriller	blogs	&	websites	
•		Facebook	&	Twitter

promotion

•		Promotion	on	
MarkAllenSmith.com	

•		Audio	sample	posting

•		Audio	tie-in	to	the	Holt	
marketing	plans,	including:	
•	Advance	Readers’	Copies
•	IndieBound	promotion
•	Amazon	Vines	promotion
•	Early	Buzz	Campaign
•	National	publicity	campaign	
•	print	and	online	
			Advertising	
•	Featured	title	on	
			Henry	Holt	site

THE	INQUISITOR
MARK	 AL LEN 	 SMITH

A spectacularly original thriller about a professional torturer who 
has a strict code, a mysterious past, and a dangerous conviction 
that he can save the life of an innocent child

Geiger has a gift: he knows a lie the instant he hears it. And in 

his business—called “information retrieval” by its practitio-

ners—that gift is invaluable, because truth is the hottest thing on the 

market.

Geiger’s clients count on him to extract the truth from even the 

most reluctant subjects. Unlike most of his competitors, Geiger rarely 

sheds blood, but he does use a variety of techniques—some physical, 

many psychological—to push his subjects to a point where pain takes 

a backseat to fear. Because only then will they finally stop lying.

One of Geiger’s rules is that he never works with children. So 

when his partner, former journalist Harry Boddicker, unwittingly 

brings in a client who insists that Geiger interrogate a twelve-year-old 

boy, Geiger responds instinctively. He rescues the boy from his captor, 

removes him to the safety of his New York City loft, and promises to 

protect him from further harm. But if Geiger and Harry cannot quickly 

discover why the client is so desperate to learn the boy’s secret, they 

themselves will become the victims of an utterly ruthless adversary.

Mesmerizing and heart-in-your-throat compelling, The Inquisitor

is a completely unique thriller that introduces both an unforgettable 

protagonist and a major new talent.

MARK ALLEN SMITH, who lives in New York City, has worked for many years 

in both movies and television as a screenwriter, investigative news producer, 

and documentary filmmaker. This is his first novel.



THIRD GRAVE DEAD AHEAD
DARYNDA  JONES

Read by Lorelei King

Third in the award-winning paranormal series that’s  
“hilarious and heartfelt, sexy and surprising.” —J.R. Ward

Paranormal private eye. Grim reaper extraordinaire. Whatever. 

Charley Davidson is back! And she’s drinking copious amounts 

of caffeine to stay awake because, every time she closes her eyes, she 

sees him: Reyes Farrow, the part-human, part-supermodel son of 

Satan. Yes, she did bind with him for all eternity, but come on. How is 

she supposed to solve a missing persons case, deal with an ego-driven 

doctor, calm her curmudgeonly dad, and take on a motorcycle gang 

hellbent on murder when the devil’s son just won’t give up?

DARYNDA JONES, winner of the 2009 Golden Heart® for Best Paranormal 

Romance, lives in the Land of Enchantment, also known as New Mexico, with 

her husband of more than twenty-five years and two beautiful sons. 

“ Actress/Audie Award winner Lorelei King is comfortable in Char-
lie’s skin and performs a wide variety of characters distinctly. For 
anyone enjoying sexy paranormal detective fiction.” 

—Library Journal (starred review)

“ King…brings sassy fun to the role of Charley, who is spunky and 
sarcastic.” 

—Booklist (starred review)

“ King’s a perfect choice for portraying Charley Davidson, an Albu-
querque P.I. and grim reaper responsible for leading the dead to 
the other side…Jones’s book will leave romance, chick-lit, humor, 
and mystery lovers waiting for Charley’s second adventure.” 

—AudioFile Magazine 
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MYSTERY
Unabridged • 8 cds • 9 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1479-9  
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Excerpt featured on 

SECOND GRAVE ON THE LEFT 
audio program

•  Advance excerpt link on 
galleys

•  Bonus interview with the 
author and narrator

•  HeroesAndHeartbreakers.com 
audio promotion

•  Back ad in the paperback 
editions of SECOND GRAVE  
ON THE LEFT

•  Online promotion to paranor-
mal romance sites and blogs

•  Promo on DaryndaJones.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Print Publicity
• National Print and 
   Advertising Campaign 
• Massive Online Promotion
• Blog tour
• Social Networking Campaign
• Excerpt in the Griffin 
   edition of SECOND GRAVE  
   ON THE LEFT 
• Author Website: 
   DaryndaJones.com
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February Publication
•   Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-1-250-00154-2   $23.99/$27.50 CAN

Macmillan Audio      February 



KRISTIN HANNAH
The blockbuster bestselling author of Night Road and Firefly 
Lane delivers a masterful novel that explores the sacrifices 
of one American family and illuminates the true cost of honor, 
duty, and love

From a distance, Michael and Joleen Zarkades 

seem to have it all: a solid marriage, two 

exciting careers, and children they adore. But 

after twelve years together, the couple has lost their 

way; they are unhappy and edging toward divorce. 

Then the Iraq war starts. An unexpected deployment 

will tear their already fragile family apart, sending 

one of them deep into harm’s way and leaving the 

other at home, waiting for news. When the worst 

happens, each must face their darkest fear and fight 

for the future of their family. An intimate look at the 

inner landscape of a disintegrating marriage and a 

dramatic exploration of the price of war on a single 

American family, Home Front is a provocative and 

timely portrait of hope, honor, loss, forgiveness, and 

the elusive nature of love.

February    Macmillan Audio
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February Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press edition: ISBN: 978-0-312-57720-9   $27.99/$31.99 CAN
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KRISTIN HANNAH is the New York Times bestselling author of eighteen 

novels. A former lawyer turned writer, she is the mother of one son and 

lives with her husband in the Pacific Northwest and Hawaii.



HOME FRONT
PRAISE FOR KRISTIN HANNAH: 

“[A] rich, multilayered reading experience, and. . .an easy recommendation for book clubs.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on Night Road

“Readers will find it hard not to laugh a little and cry a little more as mother and  
daughters reach out to each other just in the nick of time.”

—Publishers Weekly on Winter Garden

“This terrific buddy saga about two best girlfriends who survive all sorts of  
escapades and catastrophes will inevitably provoke comparisons with Iris Dart’s  

Beaches, but the story is all Hannah’s own.”

—Seattle Times on Firefly Lane

Macmillan Audio    February

FICTION
Unabridged • 12 cds • 15 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1265-8 • $39.99/$45.99 CAN
Abridged • 7 cds • 6 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1558-1 • $29.99/$34.50 CAN 

AUDIO MARKETING
• Advance Listening Copies

• Advance excerpt link on ARCs

•  Print Advertising: Bookpage, AudioFile, 
Library Journal, Booklist

• Bonus interview with the author

•  Reading Group Choices promotion: 
group ad, audio giveaway and  
newsletter placement

• 25-city Satellite Radio Tour

•  Back ad in the trade paperback edition 
of NIGHT ROAD

•  HeroesAndHeartbreakers.com audio 
promotion: Read Ch. 1, Listen to Ch. 2

• SheLovesHotReads.com audio promotion

• Reading Group Gold audio promotion

• Audio promotion in library e-newsletter

•  Audio outreach to military review 
publications

• Facebook & Twitter promotion

• Promotion on KristinHannah.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP marketing plans, 
including: 
• National Print Advertising Campaign
• National Broadcast Advertising Campaign
• National Author Tour
• Online Advertising Campaign: incl. Major 
   Female Lifestyle sites & Facebook  
   Targeted Ads 
• Online Promotion at SheLovesHotReads.net, 
   ReadingGroupGold.com 
• Major Goodreads Promotion Campaign 
   with Interactive Elements  
• Advance Readers’ Editions
   - Vines discover mailing 
   - IndieBound Campaign 
   - Online Early Reviewer Programs 
• A Read-it-First.com Selection
• Email Marketing Campaign: Kristin Hannah 
   List & SMP Women’s Fiction List 
• Social Network Promotion: Facebook
• Paperback Tie-in incl. Book Group 
   Advertising & Promotion Campaign:  
   NIGHT ROAD (January 2012) 
• Excerpt in St. Martin’s Griffin Edition of 
   NIGHT ROAD (January 2012) 
• Author Website & Blog:
   www.KristinHannah.com &  
   www.Blog.KristinHannah.com
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MICHAEL	PALMER
From the New	York	Times bestselling author of A	Heartbeat	Away 
and The	Last	Surgeon comes a shocking new novel at the cross-
roads of politics and medicine

Read by Robert Petkoff

What if a well-respected doctor 

inexplicably goes on a murderous 

rampage? 

 When Dr. John Merriman goes on a 

shooting spree at the office, his business part-

ner, staff, and two patients are killed in the 

bloodbath. Then Meacham turns the gun on 

himself.

 The blame falls on Dr. Lou Welcome. Wel-

come worked with Merriman years before as 

a counselor after John’s medical license was 

revoked for drug addiction. Lou knew that 

John was an excellent doctor and deserved to 

be practicing medicine and fought hard for his 

license to be restored. After hearing the news 

of the violent outburst, Lou is in shock like 

everyone else, but mostly he’s incredulous.

 And when he begins to look into it further, 

the terrifying evidence he finds takes him 

down a path to an unspeakable conspiracy that seems to lead directly to the White House and those in 

the highest positions of power. 

16

MICHAEL PALMER is is the author of 16 novels of medical suspense, all interna-

tional bestsellers. His books have been translated into 35 languages. In addition, 

Palmer is an associate director of the Massachusetts Medical Society Physician 

Health Services, devoted to helping physicians troubled by mental illness, physi-

cal illness, behavioral issues, and chemical dependency. He lives in eastern Mas-

sachusetts. 

February	Publication
•		Simultaneous	release	with	the	St.	Martin’s	Press	hardcover	edition:	

ISBN:	978-0-312-58753-6		$27.99/$31.99	CAN



	 	

PRAISE	FOR	ROBERT	PETKOFF’S	NARRATION:
“Actor Robert Petkoff delivers a tense, exciting performance. He’s especially proficient  

as the crafty female speaker of the House. Petkoff’s virtuosity makes this thriller  
intense and as close to reality as one dares to think about.”

—AudioFile magazine 

“Robert Petkoff proves to be the perfect choice to narrate Palmer’s latest medical thriller…
Petkoff never misses a beat in his reading of this high-octane medical thriller, 
 fully realizing each scene and character with ease. His energetic and skillful  

performance will keep listeners on the edge of their seats.”

—Publishers Weekly

“Actor Robert Petkoff  does an exceptional job of narrating Palmer’s follow-up  
to The Last Surgeon (2010), perfectly capturing each character’s unique accent, 

quirks, and personality and rendering Griffin’s best friend and colleague  
Melvin especially well. Sure to keep listeners on the edge of their seats;  

highly recommended for mystery/thriller fans.”    

—Library Journal 

Macmillan	Audio	 	 	 	 February

OATH	OF	OFFICE

1717

FICTION
Unabridged	•	9	cds	•	11	hours	•	ISBN:	978-1-4272-0995-5	•	$39.99/$45.99	CAN

AUDIO	MARKETING
•		Print	Advertising:	Bookpage,	AudioFile 

Library Journal

•		Regional	Radio	Giveaways:	DC	&	Baltimore	
area

•	Sounds	of	Suspense	promotion,	including:
			•	Print/online	advertising:	Mystery Scene 
     Magazine,	Strand Magazine,	Crimespree
			•	CriminalElement.com	audio	promotion
			•	Online	outreach	to	mystery/thriller	
						blogs	&	websites	
			•	Facebook	&	Twitter	promotion

•		Facebook	&	Twitter	giveaway	hosted	by	
Michael	Palmer

•	Bonus	interview	with	the	author

•	Audio	inclusion	in	Palmer’s	e-newsletter

•		Back	ad	in	the	mass	market	paperback	
edition	of	A	HEARTBEAT	AWAY

•	Promotion	on	MichaelPalmerBooks.com

•	Audio	sample	posting

	

•		Audio	tie-in	to	the	SMP	marketing	
plans,	including:

•	Author	Events
•	National	Print	Publicity
•	National	Radio	Advertising
•	National	Online	Advertising:	NYTimes.com	
			and	HuffingtonPost.com	
•	Major	Social	Media	Campaign:	Facebook	
			and	Twitter		
•	Online	Giveaways	and	Contests:	
			including	Book	Club	call-ins	
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign:	reaching	thous
			ands	of	fans	through	Palmer’s	newsletter	
•	eBook	Promotion:	A	HEARTBEAT	AWAY	eBook	
			with	excerpt	of	OATH	OF	OFFICE	and	promo		
			page	for	Michael	Palmer	and	backlist

•	Excerpt	in	St.	Martin’s	Paperbacks	Edition	
			of	A	HEARTBEAT	AWAY	(August	2011)

•	A	Read-It-First.com	Selection:	excerpts	
			emailed	to	over	10,000	recipients	daily

•	Author	Website:	MichaelPalmerBooks.com



 

 

RESTLESS IN THE GRAVE
DANA STABENOW

Read by Marguerite Gavin

Aleut private eye Kate Shugak and Alaska State Trooper Liam 
Campbell—New York Times bestseller Dana Stabenow’s two 
beloved characters—team up for the first time

The publication of Though Not Dead saw Dana Stabenow’s high-

est appearance on the New York Times bestseller list at #16 and 

stellar sales. Now, Stabenow continues to raise her game with a 

novel that sees the first ever meeting between two of Dana’s beloved 

main characters, Kate and Liam Campbell.

In December, Alaska aviation entrepreneur Finn Grant dies in the 

fiery crash of his Piper Super Cub. Someone sabotaged his engine, and 

virtually everyone in southwestern Alaskan has motive. Liam turns to 

his mentor in the troopers, Niniltna post commander Sergeant Jim 

Chopin, to ask for help, and Jim hands the case over to private inves-

tigator Kate Shugak.

Kate flies to Newenham to go undercover as a waitress at Bill’s 

Bar and Grill. Over beer and burgers she learns that Grant’s business 

had expanded meteorically over the last two years, buying the closed 

Air Force base south of town from the federal government at bargain-

basement rates and starting an FBO to run his fishing, hunting and 

flight-seeing business, service pilots and planes flying through the 

area, and most interestingly, getting into the air freight business. 

What kind of freight was Eagle Air moving, and where? The answers 

involve Kate in her most challenging case to date, leading to an 

expose of long-held family secrets, trust-fund plundering, weapons 

trafficking, treason, and murder.

DANA STABENOW, New York Times bestseller and Edgar Award winner, is the 

author of eighteen previous Kate Shugak novels, four Liam Campbell mys-

teries, three science-fiction novels, and two thrillers. She was born, raised, 

and lives in Alaska, where she was awarded the Governor’s Award for the 

Humanities.

February Publication
• Simultaneous release with the Minotaur hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-312-55913-7   $25.99/$29.99 CAN

February    Macmillan Audio
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MYSTERY
Unabridged • 8 cds • 10 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1483-6 
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Sounds of Suspense 

promotion, including: 
• Print/online advertising:
   Mystery Scene Magazine,      
   Strand Magazine, Crimespree 
• CriminalElement.com 
   audio promotion 
• Online outreach to mystery/
   thriller blogs & websites 
•  Facebook & Twitter 

promotion

•   Bonus interview with the 
author and narrator

•  Online promotion and give-
aways hosted by Alaska travel 
and tourism sites

•  Inclusion in Stabenow’s 
e-newsletter including  
signed audio giveaway 

• Promotion on Stabenow.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Minotaur 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Author Tour
• National Print Publicity 
• National Radio Publicity
• National Advertising 
   Campaign
• BookReporter.com
• Online Promo and Giveaways
• Author Website: 
   www.Stabenow.com



 

 

BLACK SITE: A DELTA FORCE NOVEL

DALTON FURY

From New York Times bestselling author of Kill Bin Laden 
and former Delta Force commander, Dalton Fury, comes the  
first novel in an explosive new series

After September 11, 2001, Delta Force troop commander Dalton 

Fury was given the secret mission to hunt down and kill the most 

wanted man in the world, the details of which were recounted in his 

extraordinary New York Times bestseller Kill Bin Laden. Now, Fury 

draws upon his hard-won combat experience—and his gift for true-

to-life storytelling—to offer a brand-new series of thrillers that are as 

close to reality as listeners can get.

Meet Kolt Raynor. A Delta Force operator and one-time Ameri-

can hero, he is still trying to make sense of his life—and duty—after 

a secret mission gone bad. Three years ago, in the mountains of 

Pakistan, Raynor made a split-second decision to disobey orders—one 

that got some of his teammates killed and the rest captured. Now he’s 

been given a second chance to do right by his country, his men, and 

himself. But Raynor’s shot at redemption comes at a price.

A shadowy group of former colleagues has asked Raynor to 

return, alone, to Pakistan’s badlands. His assignment seems clear: 

find his missing men and bring them home. What Raynor never 

expected was to uncover a sinister al Qaeda plot to capture a Black 

Site—a secret U.S. prison—and destabilize the region. Meanwhile, a 

ruthless, unknown enemy is on his trail…and he will stop at nothing 

to make sure that Raynor’s mission is not accomplished.

An intense, gritty work of edge-of-your-seat suspense, Black Site 

is the first of what promises to be one of the most exciting fiction 

series of the new millennium.

DALTON FURY was the senior ranking military officer at the Battle of Tora 

Bora. As a Delta troop commander he led ninety-one other Western special 

operations commandos and support personnel and helped author the opera-

tion to hunt and kill bin Laden. He told his tale of that mission in the book,  

Kill Bin Laden, which went on to become a national bestseller.

February Publication
•   Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-312-66837-2   $25.99/$29.99 CAN

Macmillan Audio    February

FICTION
Abridged • 5 cds • 6 hours 
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1560-4 
$29.99/$34.50 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Bonus interview with the 

author

•  Facebook engagement 
advertising

• Audio promotion on military.com

•  Audio promotion on 
Command Posts

• Promotion on DaltonFury.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Print Publicity
• National Television 
   Advertising: Military Channel,  
   History Channel, Biography,  
   A&E, AMC, History  
   International Channel 
• Online Promotion
• Email Marketing Campaign
• Featured Title on 
   Command Posts 
• Author website: 
   www.DaltonFury.com 
• Author Twitter: 
   @DaltonFuryKBL
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Paris, France: 1860s. Hundreds of houses are 

being razed, whole neighborhoods reduced 

to ashes. Commissioned by Emperor Napo-

leon III, the Seine prefect Baron Haussman has set into 

motion a series of large-scale renovations that will 

permanently alter the face of old Paris, molding it into 

a “modern city.” The reforms will erase generations of 

history—but in the midst of the tumult, one woman 

will take a stand.

Rose Bazelet is determined to fight against the 

destruction of her family home until the very end; as 

others flee, she stakes her claim in the basement of the 

old house on rue Childebert, ignoring the sounds of 

change that come closer and closer each day. Attempt-

ing to overcome the loneliness of her daily life, she 

begins to write letters to Armand, her beloved late 

husband. And as she delves into the ritual of remem-

bering, Rose is forced to come to terms with a secret 

that has been buried deep in her heart for thirty years. 

The House I Loved is both a poignant story of one woman’s indelible strength, and an ode to Paris, 

where houses harbor the joys and sorrows of their inhabitants, and secrets endure in the very walls...

TATIANA DE ROSNAY
From the New York Times bestselling author of Sarah’s Key and 
A Secret Kept comes an absorbing new novel that tells the 
story of one woman’s resistance during an époque that shook 
Paris to its very core 

February    Macmillan Audio
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TATIANA DE ROSNAY is the author of ten novels, including the New York Times 

bestselling novel Sarah’s Key, an international sensation with over 4 million 

copies sold in 38 countries worldwide that has now been made into a major 

film to be released in Summer 2011. Together with Dan Brown and Stieg Lars-

son, she was named one of the top three fiction writers in Europe in 2010. 

Tatiana lives with her husband and two children in Paris, where she is at work 

on her next novel.



February Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-312-59330-8   $25.99/$29.99 CAN

FICTION
Unabridged • 5 cds • 5.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1485-0 
$29.99/$34.50 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING 
• Advance excerpt link on ARCs

•  Advertising: Bookpage, 
AudioFile, Library Journal’s 
BookSmack

•  Finished copy giveaway at 
ALA Midwinter

•  Finished copy mailing to 
key audio accounts

•  Promotion with French 
Institute: Alliance Francaise

•  Reading Group Choices promo-
tion: group ad, audio giveaway 
and newsletter placement

•  Bonus author interview

•  Tip on download editions of 
SARAH’S KEY and A SECRET KEPT

•  Audio promotion in library 
e-newsletter

• Facebook & Twitter promotion

•  Audio sound booth on 
Facebook

•  Promotion on 
TatianaDeRosnay.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Print Advertising
• Online Advertising Campaign
• Advance Readers’ Editions
   - Vines discover mailing 
   - IndieBound Campaign 
   - Online Early Reviewer  
      Programs 
• Buzz Campaign: Book out to 
   big mouths & booksellers 
   who loved Sarah’s Key
• IndieBound Campaign: 
   White Box Mailing 
• Online Promotion & 
   Blog Campaign 
• Social Network Campaign: 
   Facebook & Twitter 
• Author Website: 
   www.TatianaDeRosnay.com    

THE HOUSE 
I LOVED
Read by Kate Reading

21

PRAISE FOR A SECRET KEPT:
“A seductive, suspenseful, and trés formidable keeper.” 

—Publisher’s Weekly

“De Rosnay’s writing is eloquent and beautiful, and her  
characterizations are both honest and dead-on.” 

—Kirkus Reviews

“A riveting tale of family, relationships, and the eerie power 
that memory holds over our present lives. The story gripped 

me from the moment that I opened the book, for it is told 
with incredible sensitivity and depth.” 

—Katherine Howe, New York Times bestselling 
author of The Physick Book of Deliverance Dane

 

Macmillan Audio    February

SARAH’S KEY—NOW A MAJOR 
MOTION PICTURE AVAILABLE ON AUDIO

READ BY POLLY STONE
Unabridged • 8 cds • 10 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-0847-7 
$29.95/$38.00 CAN 

“ The story is heart-wrenching, and 
Polly Stone gives an excellent per-
formance, keeping a low-key tone 
through descriptions of horror that 
would elicit excessive dramatics  
from a less talented performer.” 
                              —Publishers Weekly



AN AMERICAN SPY
OLEN  STEINHAUER

Read by David Pittu

Milo Weaver, Olen Steinhauer’s reluctant spy, is unwillingly drawn 
into his bosses’ plans for revenge against the Chinese agent who 
orchestrated the deaths of thirty-three tourists

Following Olen Steinhauer’s acclaimed and bestselling first two 

novels featuring CIA agent Milo Weaver, the novel opens to find 

the CIA’s Department of Tourism dismantled, after a scheme set in 

motion by a Chinese intelligence agent named Xin Zhu resulted in the 

murder of thirty-three agents, supposedly to avenge the death of his 

son. Zhu infiltrated the Dept of Tourism, gaining intimate knowledge 

of its workings, then turned this CIA-trained team of assassins upon 

each other. Only a handful are left—including Milo Weaver.

But Milo would like to move on, regain a normal life, a life 

focused on his family, but his former boss, Alan Drummond, can’t let 

it go, and when Alan uses one of Milo’s compromised aliases and then 

disappears, Milo can’t help but go in search of him. Trouble is, maybe 

the Chinese aren’t finished toying with the tourists after all....

Olen Steinhauer, the best espionage writer in a generation, deliv-

ers a searing, international thriller that will settle once and for all who 

is pulling the strings and who is being played.

OLEN STEINHAUER, the New York Times bestselling author of seven novels, is a 

two-time Edgar award finalist and also has been shortlisted for the Anthony, 

Macavity, Ellis Peters Historical Dagger, Ian Fleming Steel Dagger, and Barry 

awards. Raised in Virginia, he lives in Budapest, Hungary.

PRAISE FOR THE NEAREST EXIT:

“ A terrific second installment in Olen Steinhauer’s ‘Tourist’  
spy series.”       

—Janet Maslin, The New York Times (Notable Book of 2010)

“ Crisp and concentrated, Pittu unwinds the gripping action with 
energy.”     —AudioFile magazine

THRILLER 
Unabridged • 11 cds • 13 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1487-4 
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
• Advance excerpt link on ARCs

•  Print Advertising: Bookpage, 
AudioFile

•   Sounds of Suspense 
promotion, including: 
• Print/online advertising:  
   Mystery Scene Magazine,    
   Strand Magazine, Crimespree
• CriminalElement.com 
   audio promotion 
• Online outreach to mystery/
   thriller blogs & websites 
• Facebook & Twitter 
   promotion

•  Audio promotion in library 
e-newsletter

•  Promotion on 
OlenSteinhauer.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Minotaur 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Print and 
   Broadcast Publicity 
• National Print Advertising 
• Online Advertising 
• Advance Readers’ Editions
• Online Promotion
• Featured on 
   CriminalElement.com 
• Author Website: 
   OlenSteinhauer.com. Blog:  
   Contemporary-Nomad.com

March Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the Minotaur hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-312-62289-3   $25.99/$29.99 CAN

March Macmillan Audio
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March Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-312-67499-1   $24.99/$28.99 CAN

CATEGORY 
Unabridged • 8 cds • 9.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1720-2 
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Advertising: AudioFile, 

BookPage, Library Journal

• Advance excerpt link on ARCs

• Online promotion

•  Author Website: 
SusanWilson.com 

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• Regional Author Events 
• National Print Publicity
• National Print Advertising: 
   NYTBR  
• Online Advertising: 
   Facebook  
• Advance Readers’ Editions
• PrePub ad on Shelf 
   Awareness and PW  
• IndieBound Campaign: 
   White Box Mailing 
• Bookreporter.com 
   Campaign 
• E-Book Promotion
• Online Promotion and 
   Giveaways via Goodreads,  
   LibraryThing, Scrib’d  
• Social Networking 
   Promotion 
• A Read-it-First.com 
   Selection  
• Author Website: 
   SusanWilson.com 

Macmillan Audio    March 
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THE DOG WHO DANCED
SUSAN  WILSON

From the New York Times bestselling author of One Good Dog comes 
a novel about a woman’s cross-country journey to find her lost dog, 
and discover herself

My name is Justine Meade and in my forty-three years there have 

only been a handful of people that I have loved. No, that’s an 

exaggeration. Two. Two that I lost because of stupidity and selfish-

ness. One was my son. The other was my dog.”

If there’s been a theme in Justine Meade’s life, it’s loss. Her 

mother, her home, even her son. The one bright spot in her loss-filled 

life, the partner she could always count on, was Mack, her grey and 

black Sheltie—that is, until she is summoned back to her childhood 

home after more than twenty years away. 

Ed and Alice Parmalee are mourning a loss of their own. Seven 

years after their daughter was taken from them, they’re living sepa-

rate lives together. Dancing around each other, and their unspeak-

able heartbreak, unable to bridge the chasm left between them. 

Fiercely loyal, acutely perceptive, and guided by a herd dog’s 

instinct, Mack has a way of bringing out the best in his humans. 

Whether it’s a canine freestyle competition or just the ebb and flow 

of a family’s rhythms, it’s as though the little Shetland Sheepdog was 

born to bring people together. The Dog Who Danced is his story, one 

that will surely dance its way into your heart. 

SUSAN WILSON is the author of bestselling novel One Good Dog, as well as five 

other novels. She lives on Martha’s Vineyard. 

“ A moving, tender, and brilliantly crafted story.”    —Garth Stein,  
    New York Times bestselling author on One Good Dog

“
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From the New York Times bestselling author of Jemima J 
and The Beach House comes Jane Green’s most emotional 
and powerful novel yet: a story that explores the  
complications of a woman marrying into a ready-made  
family, and the true meaning of motherhood

Andi has spent much of her adult life 

looking for the perfect man, and at 

thirty-seven, she’s finally found him. 

Ethan—divorced with two kids—is a doting 

father and even better husband. But when she 

and Ethan marry, and his daughters Emily and 

Sophia become part of their daily lives, Andi and 

Ethan’s life goes from one of serenity and love, to 

troublesome discord and drama. In Emily’s eyes, 

Andi is the other woman; no replacement for 

her real mother, and most importantly, a giant 

obstacle to her father’s love. Emily intends to 

do everything in her power to break her down. 

Worse, the tension is starting to infiltrate Andi 

and Ethan’s marriage and suddenly Andi, who 

had once taken such solace in the comfort of 

her home, finds herself trapped in an emotional 

prison from which there seems to be no escape. 

But when the dynamics escalate to the point where they threaten everything Andi knows about love, 

family, and motherhood, two people find themselves at the crossroads of logic and their hearts’ desires. 

24

JANE GREEN

JANE GREEN is the author of twelve bestselling novels, dealing with real women, real 

life, and all the things in-between, with her trademark wisdom, wit, and warmth. As 

well as writing a daily blog: www.janegreen.com, she contributes to various publica-

tions, both online and print, including Huffington Post, The Sunday Times, Wowowow, 

and Self. She lives in Westport, Connecticut, with her husband and their six children. 
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ANOTHER PIECE  
OF MY HEART

Macmillan Audio    March 

�
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WOMEN’S FICTION
Unabridged • 10 cds • 12 hours
ISBN-13: 978-1-4272-1473-7 
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Print Advertising: Bookpage, 

AudioFile, Library Journal

• Advance Listening Copies

•  Advance excerpt link 
on ARCs

•  Bonus author interview

•  Reading Group Choices 
promotion

•  HeroesAndHeartbreakers.com 
audio promotion

•  Audio promotion in library 
e-newsletter

•  Facebook & Twitter 
promotion

• Promotion on JaneGreen.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Author Tour
• National Broadcast/Radio/
   Print/Online Publicity 
• Major Buzz Campaign 
• National Print Advertising 
• Social Media Advertising 
• Online Advertising Campaign
• Advance Readers’ Editions
• IndieBound Campaign: 
   White Box 
• Major Social Media Campaign:
   Facebook & Twitter 
• Major Online Promotion
• Author Website: 
   www.JaneGreen.com
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March Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition:

ISBN: 978-0-312-59182-3   $25.99/$29.99 CAN

EARLY PRAISE FOR  
ANOTHER PIECE OF MY HEART:

“Jane Green surpasses herself in her latest novel,  
a powerful and moving story of a family on the edge  

of emotional  wreckage, and how love truly can— 
when combined with strength, patience and  

a little bit of grace—conquer all.”

—Dani Shapiro, bestselling author of Devotion

“Jane Green writes of true love, instant families and 
the heartache of happily ever after with skill, grace and  
wisdom. You will laugh and cry as you read Andi’s story,  
and you’ll be inspired to pick up the phone and call your  

best friend to read a scene aloud. It’s that good. It’s  
that riveting. It’s essential reading for the modern  

woman looking for connection and escape.”

—Adriana Trigiani, bestselling author of
Lucia, Lucia and the Valentine series

“Another�Piece�of�my�Heart is an ambitious, at times 
devastating, and always wise novel that conveys the  
endless ways in which family both destroys us and 

saves us, very often at the same time.”

—Jonathan Tropper, bestselling author of 
This is Where I Leave You



 

JEFFREY ARCHER
International bestselling author Jeffrey Archer returns with the 
second installment of his most ambitious work of epic storytell-
ing—a multi-generational saga of fate, fortune, and redemption 
that began with Only Time Will Tell

Read by Roger Allam

On the heels of the international bestseller 

Only Time Will Tell, Jeffrey Archer picks up the 

sweeping story of the Clifton Chronicles….

 Only days before Britain declares war on Ger-

many, Harry Clifton, hoping to escape the conse-

quences of long-buried family secrets recently 

revealed, and forced to admit that his wish to marry 

Emma Barrington will never be fulfilled, has joined 

the Merchant Navy. But his ship is sunk in the Atlan-

tic by a German U-boat, drowning almost the entire 

crew. An American cruise liner, the SS Kansas Star, 

rescues a handful of sailors, among them Harry and 

the third officer, an American named Tom Bradshaw. 

When Bradshaw dies in the night, Harry seizes on the 

chance to escape his tangled past and assumes his 

identity. 

 But on landing in America, he quickly learns the 

risks of such a scheme, when he discovers what is 

awaiting Bradshaw in New York. Without any way of proving his true identity, Harry Clifton is now 

chained to a past that might be far worse than the one he had hoped to escape. 

April    Macmillan Audio
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April Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the St. Martin’s Press hardcover edition: 

ISBN: 978-1-250-00097-2   $27.99/$31.99 CAN
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JEFFREY ARCHER, whose novels and short stories include Paths of Glory, A Prisoner 

of Birth, and Kane and Abel, has topped the bestseller lists around the world, with 

sales of more than 135 million copies. Only Time Will Tell, his most recent novel 

and the first in The Clifton Chronicles, was a New York Times bestseller. He is mar-

ried with two sons, and lives in London and Cambridge.



 

THE SINS OF THE FATHER
PRAISE FOR JEFFREY ARCHER:

“Archer can make you wring your hands in anguish and guffaw out loud,  
all on the same page, and he does in these fifteen ingenious stories.” 

—New Jersey Star-Ledger on And Thereby Hangs a Tale 

“Inspired by true events, Archer recreates the tension and temper of the time.” 
—Star-Telegram (Fort Worth) on Paths of Glory 

“A dynamite commercial novel. . .Archer brings it off with panache.” 
—The Washington Post on A Prisoner of Birth

“One of the top ten storytellers in the world.” 
—Los Angeles Times

PRAISE FOR ROGER ALLAM’S NARRATION:
“Roger Allam’s rich, clear voice is an excellent vehicle for the delivery of Jeffrey  

Archer’s novel. . .Text and presentation meld into a totally satisfying experience.” 
—AudioFile on Paths of Glory

Macmillan Audio    April

FICTION
Unabridged • 10 cds • 12 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1494-2 • $39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Print Advertising: Bookpage, AudioFile, 

Library Journal

• Advance excerpt link on ARCs 

• Bonus interview with author 

• CriminalElement.com audio promotion

•  Back ad in the mass market paperback 
edition of ONLY TIME WILL TELL

•  Promotion on JeffreyArcher.com and 
JeffreyArcherBooks.com 

• Audio sound booth on Facebook

• Facebook & Twitter promotion

• Audio sample posting  

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP marketing plans, 
including: 
• National Print Publicity
• National Television Advertising
• National Print Advertising Campaign
• Buzz Campaign 
  - Pre-Pub Advertising  
  - Facebook Advertising and Promo Campaign 
• Online Advertising Campaign
• Advance Readers’ Editions
  - Vines discover mailing 
  - IndieBound Campaign 
  - Online Early Reviewer Programs 
• Social Network Advertising and Promotion 
   Campaign: Over 95,000 fans on Facebook 
• IndieBound Campaign: White Box
• A Read-It-First.com Selection
• Author Websites and Blog:
   www.JeffreyArcher.com,  
   www.JeffreyArcherBooks.com, 
   www.JeffreyArchers.blogspot.com
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TRUCKER GHOST STORIES
ANNIE  WILDER

A collection of true on-the-road ghost stories told by the people 
who lived them

In a uniquely entertaining book by a rising ghost hunter star, here 

are uncanny true tales of haunted highways, weird encounters, 

and legends of the road. 

It’s happened to almost everyone who’s ever driven down a high-

way at night, or in the fog, or snow. Something suddenly appears: a 

flash of movement, a shadow...what was it? It could be, as the true 

stories in this book attest, a ghost. 

These are true stories from the highways and byways of America. 

These first-hand accounts are as varied as the storytellers them-

selves—some filled with terror others are straightforward retellings 

of truly chilling events. 

Here is a chupacabra attack on the desert highway between L.A. 

and Las Vegas; ghost trains and soldiers; UFOs; the prom girl ghost of 

Alabama; a demon in Texas, and other accounts of the creepy, scary 

things that truckers and other drivers and passengers told to editor 

Annie Wilder. 

With so many different stories, this collection moves beyond the 

usual haunted house to offer stories to entice any ghost story reader...

and anyone who’s ever wondered....

ANNIE WILDER wrote House of Spirits and Whispers, about her experience liv-

ing in a haunted house and working with paranormal investigators. She has 

appeared on the Biography Channel’s My Ghost Story, and has been a featured 

guest at paranormal conferences and hosted haunted tea parties and tours. 

Visit her at AnnieWilder.com. 

April    Macmillan Audio
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PARANORMAL 
Unabridged • 3 cds • 4 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1481-2 
$14.99/$16.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
• Advertising: Truckers News

•  Sounds of Suspense 
promotion, including: 
• Print/online advertising: 
   Mystery Scene Magazine, 
   Strand Magazine, 
   Crimespree
• CriminalElement.com 
   audio promotion 
• Online outreach to mystery/
   thriller blogs & websites 
• Facebook & Twitter 
   promotion

• Tor.com audio promotion

• Promotion on AnnieWilder.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the Tor 
marketing plans, including: 
• Targeted print advertising 
   in paranormal publications 
• Publicity campaign

April Publication
•  Simultaneous release with the Tor paperback edition:

ISBN: 978-0-7653-3035-2   $14.99/$16.99 CAN



WHAT MONEY CAN’T BUY
MICHAEL  J .  SANDEL

Read by the author

A renowned political philosopher rethinks the role that markets and 
money should play in our society

Should we pay children to read books, or to get good grades? 

Should we put a price on human life, to decide how much pol-

lution to allow? Is it ethical to pay people to test risky new drugs, or 

to donate their organs? What about hiring mercenaries to fight our 

wars; outsourcing inmates to for-profit prisons; auctioning admis-

sion to elite universities; or selling citizenship to immigrants willing 

to pay?

In What Money Can’t Buy, Michael J. Sandel takes up one of the 

biggest ethical questions of our time: Isn’t there something wrong 

with a world in which everything is up for sale? If so, how can we 

prevent market values from reaching into spheres of life where they 

don’t belong? What are the moral limits of markets?

In recent decades, market values have crowded out non-market 

norms in almost every aspect of life—medicine, education, govern-

ment, law, art, sports, even family life and personal relations. Without 

quite realizing it, Sandel argues, we have drifted from having a mar-

ket economy to being a market society.

In Justice, an international bestseller, Sandel showed himself a 

master at illuminating, with clarity and verve, the hard moral ques-

tions we confront in our everyday lives. Now, in What Money Can’t 

Buy, he provokes a debate that’s been missing in our market-driven 

age: What is the proper role of markets in a democratic society, and 

how can we protect the moral and civic goods that markets do not 

honor and money cannot buy?

MICHAEL J. SANDEL  is the Anne T. and Robert M. Bass Professor of Government 

at Harvard University. His work has been the subject of television series on 

PBS and the BBC. His most recent book is the New York Times bestseller Justice: 

What’s the Right Thing to Do?

April Publication
•   Simultaneous release with the Farrar, Straus and Giroux 

hardcover edition: ISBN: 978-0-374-20303-0   $27.00/$29.95 CAN

Macmillan Audio    April
29

PHILOSOPHY/BUSINESS
Abridged • 7 cds • 8.5 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1492-8 
$29.99/$34.50 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Advertising: Harvard 

Magazine, Library Journal

• Video of author in studio

•  Audio promotion in 
FSG’s Works in Progress  
e-newsletter

•  Audio publicity outreach to 
academic publications

•  Audio promotion in library 
e-newsletter

• Promotion on author website

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the FSG 
marketing plans, including: 
• Author Tour
• National Publicity
• National Advertising 
   Campaign 
• Online Marketing Campaign
• Academic Advertising in 
   The Chronicle of 
   Higher Education
• Chapbook



Jill Ruspoli is moving forward with her life 

after a devastating divorce. Her work as a 

pediatrician is hectic but fulfilling, she’s 

newly engaged to a kind and loving medical 

researcher, and her daughter is finally happy 

again and doing well in middle school, in the 

aftermath of losing her stepfather in the divorce. 

But when Jill’s distraught ex step-daughter Abby 

shows up on her doorstep with the news of her 

ex-husband’s death from an apparent overdose, 

her life is thrust into turmoil once again. Abby 

believes her father was murdered and pleads 

with Jill to help her explore the circumstances 

of her father’s death. Jill can’t turn her back on 

Abby, even though helping her threatens to rip 

apart the fabric of her new family, destroy her 

hard-earned stability, and sacrifices her future 

for her past. Along the way Jill learns that moth-

erhood transcends mere biological and legal ties and requires only the power of the human heart.

April	 	 	 	 Macmillan	Audio
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LISA	SCOTTOLINE
From the New	York	Times bestselling author of Save	Me, 
Think	Twice, and Look	Again comes an explosive new novel 
about a woman faced with the ultimate choice: should she 
help someone from her past at the expense of her future?
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April	Publication
•		Simultaneous	release	with	the	St.	Martin’s	Press	hardcover	edition:

ISBN:	978-0-312-38082-3			$27.99/$31.99	CAN



LISA SCOTTOLINE is the New York Times best-

selling and Edgar Award–winning author of 

eighteen novels. She is the President of Mys-

tery Writers of America and her recent novel, 

Look Again, has been optioned for a feature 

film. She is a weekly columnist for the Phila-

delphia Inquirer and her columns have been 

collected in two books and optioned for televi-

sion. She has 25 million copies of her books 

in print in the United States, and she has 

been published in thirty countries. She lives in 

Philadelphia with an array of disobedient pets.
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THRILLER
Unabridged • 8 cds • 10 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1330-3 
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AUDIO MARKETING
•  Print Advertising: Bookpage, 

AudioFile, Library Journal

•  Bonus author interview 

•  Reading Group Choices promo: 
group ad, audio giveaway and 
newsletter placement

•  Audio promotion in 
Scottoline’s e-newsletter

•  SheLovesHotReads.com 
audio promotion

•  Audio promotion in library 
e-newsletter

• Audio promotion at PLA 2012 

•  Back ad in the trade paper-
back edition of SAVE ME

• Facebook & Twitter promotion

• Promotion on Scottoline.com

• Audio sample posting

•  Audio tie-in to the SMP 
marketing plans, including: 
• National Author Tour
• National Print Publicity
• Online Publicity
• National Print Advertising 
   Campaign: New York Times 
   and People
• Online Advertising Campaign:
   Facebook and booksites  
   such as BookMovement  
   and Goodreads 
• Major Online & Social 
   Network Promotion:  
   Facebook and Twitter 
• Email Marketing Campaign: 
   to Lisa’s list of thousands  
   and the She Loves Hot  
   Reads list  
• Reading Group Promos: 
   BookMovement, Reading 
   GroupGuides.com, Reading 
   GroupGold.com and Reading 
   GroupGuides.com 
• A Read-it-First.com Selec-
   ion: excerpts emailed to  
   subscribers 
• eBook Promotion: SAVE ME 
   eBook with excerpt of COME  
   HOME and promo page for  
   Lisa Scottoline and backlist 
• www.Scottoline.com

COME HOME
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PRAISE FOR SAVE ME: 

“You won’t be able to put this one down.” 
—Jodi Picoult, author of Sing You Home and House Rules 

“A white-hot crossover novel about the perils of mother love . . . 
Scottoline shifts gears at every curve with the cool  

efficiency of a NASCAR driver.” 
—Kirkus Reviews 

“At the quick pace of a thriller, Scottoline masterfully  
fits every detail into a tight plot chock-full of real characters,  

real issues, and real thrills. A story anchored by the  
impenetrable power of a mother’s love, it begs the question,  

just how far would you go to save your child?” 
—Booklist
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VALUE-PRICED	EDITIONS

JANUARY	2012
LOOK	AGAIN
By	Lisa	Scottoline	
Read	by	Mary	Stuart	Masterson	
Abridged	•	5	CDs	•	6	hours
978-1-4272-1751-6	
$14.99/$16.99	CAN

PATHS	OF	GLORY
By	Jeffrey	Archer	
Read	by	Roger	Allam	
Abridged	•	5	CDs	•	6	hours
978-1-4272-1756-1	
$14.99/$16.99	CAN

FEBRUARY	2012
DROP	DEAD	BEAUTIFUL
By	Jackie	Collins	
Read	by	the	author,		
Sydney	Tamia	Poitier,		
Scott	Sowers,	and		
Danny	Mastrogiorgio	
Abridged	•	4	CDs	•	5	hours
978-1-4272-1753-0	
$14.99/$16.99	CAN

Lisa Scottoline breaks new 
ground in Look Again, a thriller 
that’s both heart-stopping and 
heart-breaking 

“Veteran actor Roger Allam  
brings an impressive range and 

energy to Archer’s historical novel. . . . 
Allam’s remarkable accents are  

the highlight of the audiobook.” 
                    —Publishers Weekly

Lucky Santangelo is back with 
a vengeance! Internationally 
bestselling author Jackie Collins 
marks her twenty-fifth novel— 
one not to be missed!  
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VALUE-PRICED EDITIONS

Take a wild and marvelous ride 
with The Gatecrasher, whose 

clever, chic, and sassy style will 
leave you desperately wanting 

more wonderful Wickham! 
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SPECIAL LY  PRICED  AT  $14.99

FEBRUARY 2012 
(cont’d)

THE GATECRASHER
Madeleine Wickham 
Read by Katherine Kellgren 
Unabridged • 7 CDs • 9 hours
978-1-4272-1754-7 
$14.99/$16.99 CAN

MARCH 2012
FIRST DAUGHTER
Eric Van Lustbader 
Read by Richard Ferrone 
Abridged • 6 CDs • 7 hours
978-1-4272-1755-4 
$14.99/$16.99 CAN 

A PRISONER OF BIRTH
By Jeffrey Archer 
Read by Roger Allam 
Abridged • 5 CDs • 6 hours
978-1-4272-1752-3 
$14.99/$16.99 CAN

Jack McClure lost his daughter. 
Now it’s his job to make sure the 
president-elect doesn’t lose his. 

“ Roger Allam’s narration will 
make listeners want to keep 
going without a break. Allam 
builds tension in the clock-
work plot while creating 
memorable characters with 
a mix of upper-class and 
lower-class accents.” 
              —AudioFile on 
    A Prisoner of Birth



      
  

BRAVE IRENE
WILLIAM STEIG  Read by Meryl Streep

“�In�Brave Irene,�Streep’s�mellifluous�voice�transforms�instantly�
from�the�even-toned�narrator�to�the�infuriating wind�that��
tortures�Irene.”����—From The One And Only Shrek! collection,           
                                  AudioFile Earphones Award winner

January Publication
Unabridged • Paperback book and cd • 1 hour 
ISBN: 978-1-4272-1725-7 • $9.99/$10.99 CAN 
Ages 4 and up 
Also available in print from Farrar Straus Giroux

CINDER  
BOOK ONE OF THE LUNAR CHRONICLES
MARISSA MEYER  
A fresh and fiercley ingenious futuristic retelling of Cinderella, 
from a stunning new talent

January Publication
Unabridged • 8 cds • 9 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1500-0
$39.99/$45.99 CAN • Young Adult Fiction
Also available in print from Feiwel & Friends

TEMPEST
JULIE CROSS  
The story of a nineteen-year-old time traveler who must jump  
from time to time to save his girlfriend’s life

January Publication
Unabridged • 9 cds • 10.5 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1502-4
$39.99/$45.99 CAN  
Young Adult Fiction • Also available in print from St. Martin’s Griffin

    Macmillan Young Listeners
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  LENOBIA’S VOW

P.C. CAST AND KRISTIN CAST 
Read by Caitlin Davies

“�Move�over,�Stephenie�Meyer.” —People

February Publication
Unabridged • 2 cds • 2.5 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1504-8
$14.99/$16.99 CAN  
Teen Fiction • Also available in print from St. Martins Griffin

INFAMOUS 
SHERRILYN KENYON  Read by Holter Graham

The third novel in the new teen series, The Chronicles of Nick,  
a spin-off from the blockbuster Dark-Hunter series—from  
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon

March Publication
Unabridged • 7 cds • 9 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1489-8 
$29.99/$34.50 CAN • Teen Fiction 
Also available in print from St. Martin’s Griffin 

WHISPER:  
A RILEY BLOOM BOOK
ALYSON NOËL  Read by Kathleen McInerney

In the fourth book of Alyson Noël’s New York Times bestselling 
middle-grade series, Riley learns the importance of listening to 
the whisper in her heart instead of the roar of the crowd

April Publication
Unabridged • 4 cds • 4 hours • ISBN: 978-1-4272-1506-2
$24.99/$28.99 CAN • Middle Grade Fiction
Also available in print from Square Fish
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 For more information, please contact your Macmillan Fifth Avenue  
Sales Representative or call Customer Service at 1-888-330-8477
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Behind the Wheel Express  programs (currently available in French, Italian, and Spanish) offer the very 

best of the Behind the Wheel Speed Immersion® system at great value price.

BEHIND THE WHEEL  
EXPRESS SPANISH LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE 
Unabridged • 3 cds • 3 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0925-2 
$19.99/$23.99 CAN

Includes a companion book to 
enhance the learning experience

BEHIND THE WHEEL  
EXPRESS ITALIAN LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE
Unabridged • 3 cds • 3 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0929-0 
$19.99/$23.99 CAN

Includes a companion book to 
enhance the learning experience

BEHIND THE WHEEL  
EXPRESS FRENCH LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE
Unabridged • 3 cds • 3 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0927-6 
$19.99/$23.99 CAN

Includes a companion book to 
enhance the learning experience

 T H E

GAIN THE CONFIDENCE TO BEGIN SPEAKING A NEW LANGUAGE RIGHT FROM  
THE VERY FIRST USE WITH THIS HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEACHING METHOD

Created by nationally recognized foreign language instructor Mark Frobose, the Behind the 

Wheel series teaches listeners a new language quickly and easily, anywhere, anytime. Using the 

program’s Speed Immersion® system—a teaching method that builds a foundation for fluency by 

combining the most commonly used vocabulary with an easy-to-follow sentence building technique—

listeners can create their own original sentences within the very first lesson of the program. 

All Behind the Wheel and Behind The Wheel Express programs feature:

• An English speaking instructor 

• Native speakers to demonstrate proper pronunciation

• A focus on high-frequency practical vocabulary

• English translations, allowing students to use their first language as a tool for learning

•  A companion book with grammar and vocabulary charts, as well as an audio transcript to 

reinforce the audio learning experience

K I C K  Y O U R  L A N G U A G E  L E A R N I N G  I N T O  O V E R D R I V E ! 

behind   the wheel



K I C K  Y O U R  L A N G U A G E  L E A R N I N G  I N T O  O V E R D R I V E ! 
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BEHIND THE WHEEL ARABIC LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0647-3 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL MANDARIN CHINESE  
LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0629-9 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL FRENCH LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0557-5 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL FRENCH LEVEL 2
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0718-0 
$49.95/$63.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL ITALIAN LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0558-2 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL ITALIAN LEVEL 2
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0761-6  
$49.99/$63.99 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL GERMAN LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0716-6 
$49.95/$63.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL GERMAN LEVEL 2
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0824-8 
$49.99/$63.99 CAN 

BEHIND THE WHEEL JAPANESE LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0722-7 
$49.99/$63.99 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL PORTUGUESE LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0645-9 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL RUSSIAN LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0720-3 
$49.99/$63.99 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL SPANISH LEVEL 1
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0555-1 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL SPANISH LEVEL 2
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0556-8 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

BEHIND THE WHEEL SPANISH LEVEL 3
LANGUAGE • Unabridged • 8 cds • 8 hours
ISBN: 978-1-4272-0631-2 
$49.95/$54.95 CAN

behind   the wheel
F O R E I G N  L A N G U A G E  S E R I E S



JANUARY 2012
BURIED SECRETS
By Joseph Finder
Read by Holter Graham
Unabridged • 8 CDs • 10 hours 
978-1-4272-0957-3
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

AN IRISH COUNTRY VILLAGE
By Patrick Taylor
Read by John Keating 
Unabridged • 11 CDs • 14 hours
978-1-4272-0276-5
$39.95/$43.95 CAN

SECOND GRAVE ON THE LEFT 
By Darynda Jones 
Read by Lorelei King 
Unabridged • 8 CDs • 9.5 hours
978-1-4272-1243-6 
$39.99/$45.99 CAN 

 
FEBRUARY 2012
SAVE ME 
By Lisa Scottoline
Read by Cynthia Nixon
Unabridged • 9 CDs • 11 hours
978-1-4272-1132-3
$39.99/$45.99

THOSE IN PERIL
By Wilbur Smith
Read by Rupert Degas
Unabridged • 11 CDs • 13 hours
978-1-4272-1221-4
$39.99/NCR
 

MARCH 2012
THE DEVOTION OF SUSPECT X 
By Keigo Higashino
Read by David Pittu
Unabridged • 7 CDs • 9 hours
978-1-4272-1195-8
$29.99/$34.50

INVINCIBLE
By Sherrilyn Kenyon
Read by Holter Graham
Unabridged • 6 CDs • 7.5 hours
978-1-4272-1124-8
$29.99/$34.50 CAN
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RE-PROMOTE THESE AUDIOS WITH  
THE NEW PAPERBACK RELEASES

“�Those in Peril is�the�thriller�of
the�year.”�
           —Daily Express (UK)

“This�devilishly�plotted�
thriller�is�so�engrossing�
that�you�may�not�even�

mind�when�your�own�
life�is�stalled�in�traffic.”�

—AudioFile on Vanished, 
Earphones Award winner

“Veteran�police�detective�
matches�wits�with�a�brilliant�

rookie�criminal.�This�character-
driven�mystery�by�the��

prolific�Higashino�has�much�to�
recommend,�including�a��

droll�Columbo-like�sleuth��
and�a�great�surprise�ending.”�

    —Kirkus Reviews 
              (starred review)



Macmillan Audio    

MARCH 2012 (cont’d)

ONLY TIME WILL TELL
By Jeffrey Archer
Read by Roger Allam  
and Emelia Fox
Unabridged • 10 CDs • 12 hours
978-1-4272-1146-0
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

THE TRINITY SIX
By Charles Cumming
Read by John Lee
Unabridged • 9 CDs • 11.5 hours
978-1-4272-1140-8
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

 
APRIL 2012
BREAKING SILENCE
By Linda Castillo
Read by Kathleen McInerney
Unabridged • 8 CDs • 9.5 hours
978-1-4272-1233-7
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

THE CORNER OFFICE
By Adam Bryant
Read by Oliver Wyman
Unabridged • 4 CDs • 5 hours
978-1-4272-1181-1
$19.99/$22.99 CAN

DEATH IN SUMMER
By Benjamin Black
Read by John Keating
Unabridged • 8 CDs • 10 hours
978-1-4272-1237-5
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

RAWHIDE DOWN
By Del Quentin Wilber
Read by Jason Culp
Unabridged • 8 CDs • 8 hours
978-1-4272-1183-5
$39.99/$45.99 CAN

RETRIBUTION
By Sherrilyn Kenyon
Read by Holter Graham
Unabridged • 7 CDs • 8.5 hours
978-1-4272-1241-2
$34.99/$39.99 CAN

“Castillo melds deeply flawed 
characters with a glimpse into 
a unique community in which 

isolation can hide a plethora 
of secrets.” 

—Publishers Weekly

“ With this novel, Cumming joins 
Alan Furst, David Ignatius and 
Olen Steinhauer among the  
most skillful current spy novel-
ists, and he bears comparison 
with masters such as John le 
Carré and Graham Greene....  
A sophisticated thriller.”

—The Washington Post

“A harrowing story, more so 
than it seemed at the time, 

and Wilber, a reporter for the 
Washington Post, has tracked 
down virtually everyone who 
had anything to do with pro-
tecting the President or with 

saving his life at the hospital.”
—The New Yorker

“ Kenyon’s writing is brisk, 
ironic, sexy, and relentlessly 
imaginative.”

—The Boston Globe
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ORDER BY MAIL
MPS Order Department 
16365 James Madison Highway 
Gordonsville, VA 22942-8501

ORDER BY  
TELEPHONE & FAX
General Information 
Toll-free: 888-330-8477  
Toll-free fax: 800-672-2054

GIFT INFORMATION
If you are a gift retailer or  
gift wholesaler, call  
646-307-5438 
Fax: 212-598-9173

SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS
646-307-5048

HOURS
The order department is open  
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST, 
Monday through Friday.

SHIPPING POINTS
Qualifying orders of titles  
in this catalog shipped to  
destinations within the  
United States under Macmillan’s 
regular shipping cycles will be 
shipped free freight. All prices 
listed in this catalog are pub-
lisher’s suggested retail price; 
retailers may charge whatever 
price they find appropriate. All 
prices are subject to change 
without notice.

RETURNS POLICY
We accept returns for credit of 
audiobooks purchased directly 
from us. Returns should be un- 
marked and in saleable condition. 
Each shipment of returns should 
be accompanied by an accurate 
packing list (or reasonable  
substitute) showing customer 
claim number, title, ISBN, and 
quantity (by title) of all audio-
books included in the shipment. 

EDI ORDERS
MPS accepts orders on Pubnet/
SAN Number 6315011 
For other types of EDI orders,  
call 540-672-7675

SHIP RETURNS  
PREPAID TO
MPS Returns Center 
14301 Litchfield Drive 
Orange, VA 22960
Our full returns policy is  
available upon request.

INTERNATIONAL SALES

4040
Ordering Information    
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ORDERING INFORMATION

U.K./IRELAND
Melia Publishing Services 
ONE St Peter’s Road 
Maidenhead 
Berkshire SL6 7QU 
United Kingdom 
Tel: 01628 633673 
Fax: 01628 635562

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, 
AND LATIN AMERICA
Pan Macmillan U.K. 
20 New Wharf Road 
London N1 9RR 
United Kingdom 
Contact: Leslie Cameron 
e-mail: l.cameron@macmillan.co.uk

AUSTRALIA/ 
NEW ZEALAND 
Pan Macmillan, Level 1 
15-19 Claremont Street 
South Yarra, Victoria 
Australia 3141 
Tel: (03) 9825-1000 
Fax: (03) 9825-1015

REPUBLIC OF  
SOUTH AFRICA
Pan Macmillan South Africa 
34 Whiteley Road, 2nd Floor 
Melrose Arch Piazza 
Melrose Boulevard 
Melrose North 2076 
South Africa 
Tel: (27 11) 325-5220;  
Fax: (27 11) 325-5225

ASIA
Pan Macmillan Asia 
Unit 1812, 18th Floor 
Paul Y Centre 
51 Hung To Rd, Kwun Tong 
Kowloon Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 2811-8781 
Fax: (852) 2811-0743

ALL OTHER INQUIRIES

Macmillan 
International Sales Department 
175 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10010, USA 
Tel: (646) 307-5421 
Fax: (212) 388-9065
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For audiobook samples,  
author and narrator interviews,  
or to sign up for our newsletter,  

please visit
www.macmillan.com

978-1-4272-1757-8
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